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Abstract
The prominence of artificial intelligence (AI) as a global risk is a relatively recent phenomenon. Other global risks have longer histories and larger bodies of scholarship. The study of these other risks can offer considerable insight to the study of AI risk. This paper examines four risks: biotechnology, nuclear weapons, global warming, and asteroid collision. Several overarching lessons are found. First, the extreme severity of global risks is often insufficient to motivate action to reduce the risks. Second, perceptions of global risks can be influenced by people’s incentives and by their cultural and intellectual orientations. Third, the success of efforts to address global risks can depend on the extent of buy-in from parties who may be negatively affected by the efforts. Fourth, global risks and risk reduction initiatives can be shaped by broader socio-political conditions, such as the degree of policy influence of private industry within a political jurisdiction. The paper shows how these and other lessons can inform efforts to reduce risks from AI.

1. Introduction
Those who do not learn from history are doomed to repeat it—or so the saying goes. The progression of artificial intelligence (AI) technology is pushing human society in new directions, but not all of the dynamics are entirely new. Many features of the AI issue have arisen in other contexts. That holds both for AI as it exists today and as it may exist sometime in the future. Likewise, efforts to manage the progression of AI and improve outcomes for society have much to learn from past experience with other issues that have similar features. A little history can go a long way.

The process of learning from history is broadly similar to the concept of transfer learning in the computer science of AI. Transfer learning refers to the process of saving knowledge gained from solving one problem and then applying it to solving another, different problem.1 Transfer learning is a significant challenge in AI and a major focus of ongoing computer science research. Humans are in many respects substantially more capable at transfer learning than current AI systems—AI transfer learning is currently grappling with tasks such as recognizing different types of features within an image.2 Nonetheless, even among humans, transfer learning can take dedicated effort, especially for complex tasks such as addressing major global issues.3

---

The focus of this paper is to present some insights from the study of global risks, especially (but not exclusively) global catastrophic risks. These insights are often of particular relevance for AI catastrophe scenarios, especially (but again not exclusively) long-term runaway AI scenarios in which humanity is unable to control the AI and catastrophe ensues. These AI catastrophe scenarios have several similarities to other global risks, including but not limited to their potential extreme catastrophic severity. In many cases, these other risks have been addressed and studied much more extensively than AI has. The paper aims to accelerate the study of AI risk by leveraging the substantial body of experience and scholarship on other global risks.

The field of AI is of course not new. It has a rich history over many decades, as is documented in several excellent histories. The idea of runaway AI catastrophe is also not new—it can be traced to early work in the 1960s and even the 1860s. What is relatively (but again not completely) new is the treatment of AI as a social, risk, and policy issue. Much of this is driven by the considerable recent successes of AI technology and its many applications across society. Some of it is also driven by a specific interest in the more dramatic long-term AI scenarios. Now is a good time for the AI issue to learn from other issues.

There is a vast universe of insight available from other global risks, and one paper can only survey a small portion of it. The portion presented here is a mix of what the present authors are most familiar with and what we believe is most important for improving AI outcomes. That includes some emphasis on cases from US history, though much of it is of international relevance. Many prior studies have also applied insights from other global risks to specific aspects of the challenge of managing AI. In one similar study, Allen and Chan survey four emerging technologies to derive insights for AI as a US national security issue. The present paper also surveys multiple sources of lessons, covering four global risks of relevance for improving overall AI outcomes, especially with respect to catastrophic risks.

It should be noted that transferring lessons from one global risk to another is not the only reason to study multiple risks. Another reason is to address important questions that span multiple risks, such as how to prioritize scarce resources across multiple risks and how to address tradeoffs in potential actions that could increase one risk but decrease another. Cross-risk tradeoffs may be of particular relevance to AI due to its potential to affect many sectors of society, including sectors implicated in other global risks. While
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AI poses certain risks, if it is developed safely and responsibly, it could bring a range of benefits, including reductions in other global risks.¹⁰ Cross-risk allocation and tradeoff decisions provide a compelling reason to study multiple global risks; the potential to transfer lessons across risks provides another. We therefore believe that cross-risk research should be emphasized in programs to understand and address AI and other global risks.

After an overview of definitions of key terms, the paper proceeds with discussions of four global risks, each embodying a specific theme of relevance to AI. First, biotechnology is a field of emerging technology with numerous important social benefits and also major risks. Second, nuclear weapons are technologies of paramount strategic importance across the international community. Third, global warming is a major risk that derives from profit-seeking activity by some of the largest corporations in the world and widespread consumer use. Fourth, asteroid collision is an extreme global risk that has garnered substantial international scientific and policy attention despite its very low probability. The paper transfers insights from the histories of these four cases to the study of how to effectively manage AI.

2. Definitions
Before proceeding, it is worth briefly pausing to define some key concepts used in this paper, especially for the benefit of an interdisciplinary audience. The concepts of AI, risk, and global catastrophic risk all have multifaceted and contested definitions. To a large extent, the substance of this paper is not sensitive to the particular definition used, but it is nonetheless worth elaborating on the definitions.

A common definition of AI is any artificial agent that can “achieve goals in a wide range of environments”.¹¹ However, this emphasis on goal achievement is contested. For example, Goertzel¹² explores definitions of intelligence rooted in self-organization and involving more than just the achievement of goals. Also contentious is exactly how wide the range of environments must be for an artificial system to qualify as AI. Indeed, a common observation is that once computers can achieve some task (e.g., defeating humans at chess), then this task is no longer seen as requiring AI, which is a matter of moving goalposts.¹³ An inclusive definition of AI could potentially include, for example, those “intelligent” doors at the supermarket that open when people walk up to them. An exclusive definition could potentially exclude any system that cannot perform the same set of cognitive tasks as the human mind in the same way the human mind would perform them.

For the present paper, the exact scope of AI is less important than the potential societal consequences of some AI systems (assuming, of course, that these systems qualify as AI). The introduction refers to dramatic long-term AI scenarios including catastrophic runaway AI. That is shorthand for a hypothesized form of future AI whose intelligence reaches the point where it can outsmart humans and wrest control from humanity. Such AI may undergo a process called recursive self-improvement, in which the AI makes a smarter AI, which makes a smarter AI, ad infinitum, potentially resulting in an “intelligence explosion” or “Singularity”.¹⁴ The forms of AI involved in this process are often known as strong AI, artificial general intelligence (AGI), or superintelligence. In contrast, current AI is “weak” and narrow, with capabilities only within a relatively
narrow portion of intellectual tasks, in contrast with human minds, which can succeed across a relatively wide range of tasks.

It should be stressed that the primary arguments of this paper do not depend on the exact form of the AI, but only on its potential to pose a significant global risk. While a runaway AI presumably could pose a global risk, other forms of AI may as well. Likewise, it should also be noted that a number of analysts have expressed skepticism about runaway AI scenarios.\(^\text{15}\) Even if these scenarios can be dismissed, then the lessons in this paper may be applicable to other AI scenarios.

This raises the question of what qualifies as a risk. To start from the basics, a risk is a “possibility of loss or injury”.\(^\text{16}\) Risk is commonly quantified as the probability of some loss multiplied by the severity of the loss if it occurs. Attention to global risks such as runaway AI are commonly predicated on the view that a risk of extreme loss can be important even if its probability is low. The exact probability of runaway AI is a controversial matter and not essential for this paper.

This paper makes some use of the concept of global catastrophic risk. Global catastrophe has been defined in a variety of ways, including as the death of at least 25% of the human population\(^\text{17}\) or as significant undesirable change in the state of the global human system.\(^\text{18}\) Some treatments emphasize the risk of human extinction, on grounds that extinction would entail loss of all future generations,\(^\text{19}\) whereas others argue that sub-extinction catastrophes involving significant permanent harm can be of comparable importance.\(^\text{20}\)

The present paper takes a wider view on global risk. Its focus is on the lessons that can be learned from global risks, not the severity of the global events that the risks entail. The severity is important for the lessons in some cases but not all of them. The paper includes cases in which there are fruitful lessons even if the lesson is coming from a global risk whose severity does not meet the standards for global catastrophe outlined above. The point here is the insightfulness of the lesson, not the size of the risk.


\(^{13}\) McCorduck, Machines Who Think.


3. Biotechnology

Biotechnology has been defined as “the application of science and technology to living organisms as well as parts, products, and models thereof to alter living or nonliving materials for the production of knowledge, goods, and services”.

Biotechnology is in several respects a close analog to AI. Both are classes of emerging technology with many applications that can either decrease or increase global risks. Biotechnology can help counter pandemics, such as by enabling the rapid synthesis of vaccines or using “gene drives” to propagate disease resistance among the population of insect vectors like mosquitoes. Alternatively, biotechnology can exacerbate or even cause pandemics, such as by laboratory accidents that inadvertently release deadly pathogens and by making it easier for dangerous pathogens to be weaponized.

Infectious diseases and AI are also similar in that a small source can readily self-replicate and spread worldwide. Biological pathogens self-replicate within their host organisms (e.g., within human bodies) and can jump from host to host. Similarly, some computer software can self-replicate via “copying” and “pasting” within a computer and via transmission from computer to computer—hence the term “computer virus.” Computer viruses may not all involve AI; whether they do may depend on one’s definition of AI. Computer security firm Malwarebytes contends that “there are currently no examples of AI-enabled malware in the wild” but the possibility is “realistic” with existing AI techniques or fairly straightforward extensions of them. Such self-replication and propagation would presumably be even more feasible for more advanced forms of AI. (An important exception would be for forms of AI that require specialized hardware to run on.)

These two similarities—both are emerging technologies with diverse applications and potential for propagation via self-replication—make biotechnology a valuable case study for AI. Biotechnology is of further value because it has a relatively extensive history as a societal issue.

One early episode was the 1975 Asilomar Conference on Recombinant DNA Molecules, aimed at assessing and managing risks from recombinant DNA research. The applicability of the 1975 Asilomar Conference to AI governance is explored in detail by Grace. Grace finds that while recombinant DNA turned out to not be as dangerous as some scientists initially feared, the conference nonetheless had some success in getting this portion of the scientific community to take precautions in their research. Specifically, the US National Institutes of Health issued safety guidelines that it required for the researchers it funded, including a moratorium on recombinant DNA. Industry labs also voluntarily opted to comply with the NIH guidelines.

As Grace documents, a major contributor to the success of the 1975 Asilomar Conference was substantial buy-in from the relevant scientific community. A majority of the relevant scientists, including many leaders in the field, indicated concern about the risk. The moratorium was widely—perhaps universally—followed, despite the lack of an enforcement mechanism, especially in industry. It may have helped that in the 1970s, academia already had a culture of political activism regarding issues such as environmental degradation and the Vietnam War. The success was thus due less to institutional requirements and more to communities of people. As Grace puts it,
“informal social mechanisms played an overwhelming part in producing a pause in research and triggering further action”.

Likewise, social buy-in may be essential for successfully addressing issues in AI. Baum distinguishes between extrinsic measures for addressing AI, which are imposed on AI communities from the outside, and intrinsic measures, which originate from within. AI governance conversations sometimes emphasize extrinsic measures, such as in calls to ban dangerous AI technologies, restrict development of certain forms of AI to a single lab with United Nations oversight, or install research review boards to assess which AI research can proceed. However, measures such as these may fail if they do not have substantial buy-in from the AI community, especially if the relevant forms of AI are widely pursued. Therefore, it is important to seek buy-in from AI communities, so that any rules or guidelines would be self-enforcing. The 1975 Asilomar Conference is an important case in point.

The prospect of widespread AI community buy-in is of particular relevance to the idea of relinquishing dangerous AI technology proposed by Joy. This proposal has been criticized for requiring universal buy-in among computer scientists, especially in the face of commercial or national security pressures. However, if sufficient buy-in could be achieved, relinquishment might succeed even without substantial institutional pressure; the relinquishment of recombinant DNA is a case in point. Furthermore, several studies have expressed concern that even a global AI institution with enforcement powers could fail to prevent dangerous secret AI projects. Thus, achieving informal community buy-in may be more important than establishing formal governance institutions, though there may nonetheless be a constructive role for both. (The challenge of monitoring AI projects is discussed further in the section on nuclear weapons.)

A more recent and controversial case is the debate over gain of function (GOF) research on potential pandemic pathogens (PPP). This research manipulates existing pathogens to make them more pathogenic, in order to learn more about the pathogen and advance the medical response to outbreaks. The research is controversial due to concerns that the enhanced pathogen could accidentally or intentionally be released from the lab, enter the human population, and spread. The enhancements could result in a more severe pandemic than what would occur from the naturally occurring pathogens. An active debate has emerged on the merits of GOF-PPP experiments. Some argue that the benefits exceed the risks, including people involved in the experiments. Others argue the opposite, including people who commonly emphasize security perspectives on biotechnology.

In 2012, GOF-PPP researchers agreed to a voluntary pause on these experiments. Then, in 2014, the US government announced a moratorium on GOF-PPP experiments in order to assess whether the potential public health benefits of the experiments were worth the risks. The US National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity commissioned a risk-benefit analysis to inform the debate. The ensuing report spans 1,006 pages but does not reach a definitive conclusion on whether the benefits exceed the risks. One proposed

explanation for the report’s inconclusiveness is that “the areas that separate pro- and anti-GOF advocates fall into areas of judgment and belief, and these differences cannot be adjudicated by risk-benefit analysis”. Despite the lingering disagreements and ambiguities, the US lifted the moratorium in 2017.

The controversy surrounding the GOF-PPP case makes it arguably a more relevant case study for AI than the case of recombinant DNA. As with GOF-PPP experiments, experts are divided on the risks and benefits of AI, especially for the prospect and risk of long-term runaway AI. Achieving consensus on an AI moratorium may thus be more difficult, and there may be pressure to end the moratorium even before the risks and potential benefits are conclusively evaluated and consensus is reached on how best to proceed. Therefore, the GOF-PPP case may be a fertile ground for further study on advancing AI debates and reaching clear conclusions and consensus on how to manage potentially dangerous AI research.

An additional line of research on biotechnology worth examining is an assessment of biotechnology stakeholder reactions to efforts to promote responsible research and innovation, or RRI. RRI aims to promote an inclusive and reflective technology research and development process, with one aim being for “societal alignment”. However, Kuzma and Roberts find significant reluctance to adopt RRI among biotechnologists. Notably, academic biotechnologists expressed more reluctance than their industry counterparts, due to concerns about intellectual freedom and skepticism about non-expert outsiders imposing unwise restrictions. This finding resembles that of a recent survey of AGI research and development projects, in which academic projects were more likely to articulate intellectual values and industry projects were more likely to articulate values based on benefiting humanity.

While the RRI biotechnology study of Kuzma and Roberts is ongoing, they meanwhile call for a “more practical RRI” in which RRI researchers and advocates are actively engaged with technology projects instead of advocating RRI from the sidelines in research journals and other venues. This would appear to be wise advice for all fields of technology, including AI, and for all paradigms for improving technology development processes and outcomes, including but not limited to RRI.

Grotto reviews the history of the governance of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in agriculture and derives implications for the potential regulation of AI. Grotto contrasts the treatment of GMOs in Europe, where strict regulations drastically curtailed the use of GMOs, to the US, where a business-friendly regulatory regime led to widespread cultivation of GMOs. Grotto notes that these divergent regulatory environments were not inevitabilities, but instead were linked to historical coincidences such as European concern about food safety derived from the outbreak of mad cow disease in the United Kingdom. Additionally, the initial regulatory decisions have had lasting effects over several decades in both jurisdictions. The same could potentially apply for regulations of AI.

Finally, it is worth noting the difficulties inherent in controlling even the most pernicious forms of biotechnology. The use of biological weapons was outlawed by the Geneva Protocol of 1925, and over 180 states have signed the 1972 Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention that prohibits the acquisition and stockpiling of these weapons.
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47 Kuzma, “Cataloguing the Barriers.”
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Yet, the fundamentally dual-use nature of biotechnology, where the same technique or equipment could be used for beneficial or harmful ends, enabled several states—most notably the Soviet Union in the 1970s and 1980s—to flout the international bioweapon ban and embark on massive bioweapons programs. Despite multiple attempts over several decades, the international community has been unable to craft a verification regime for the Convention that is both practically enforceable and politically acceptable. This might serve as a negative lesson in the difficulties of exercising international control over technologies—like some forms of AI—that have inherently dual-use applications. For example, image recognition techniques that can enhance public web search engines can also enhance target recognition in weapon systems. This is not the case with respect to nuclear weapons (discussed in the next section), where the underlying technologies are far less dual-use in nature.

4. Nuclear Weapons

Biotechnology is similar to AI as risky, potentially self-propagating, dual-use technologies. However, the vast majority of biotechnology applications (with the few exceptions mentioned above) are in the civilian sector. In contrast, the destructive power of nuclear weapons is emblematic of a military technology with unequivocal and paramount strategic importance on the international stage. Potentially, AI could have a similar importance, especially for more advanced forms of AI. Therefore, the extensive history and study of nuclear weapons may be a fruitful source of insights for AI. (Nuclear technology also has civilian applications, though these are not explored given that the attendant dual-use issues are substantially similar to those of biotechnology, which has already been considered.)

A potential distinction between AI and nuclear weapons is that whereas concerns about nuclear weapons often focus on intentional harm to geopolitical adversaries, concerns about AI (especially runaway AI) often focus on accidental harm to everyone. However, this distinction is at most a matter of degree. It is true that countries generally do not aim to attack themselves with their own nuclear weapons, but AI developers also generally do not aim to harm themselves with their own AI systems. Furthermore, nuclear weapons must also be handled with great care to avoid accidental detonation on home soil. Therefore, while nuclear weapons are not a perfect analog for AI, the similarities may be sufficient to apply lessons from the former to the latter.

One AI topic for which nuclear weapons lessons may be especially salient is on the prospect of a race to be the first to build advanced AI. It is sometimes proposed that a sufficiently advanced AI, such as a strong AI or AGI, could confer extreme “winner takes all” advantages to whomever builds it first. This could occur in particular if the AI undergoes a rapid intelligence explosion but remains under the control of its builders, who then may obtain a high degree of power over all global affairs. If control is lost, catastrophe could ensue. A recent survey found no significant evidence of a race to build AGI, and instead found significant cooperation between projects. Meanwhile, there is some competition on other, more modest forms of AI, such as between the US and China and between companies within sectors such as autonomous vehicles. The prospect of an advanced AI race is plausible due to the strategic implications of the technology, and it is also a concern because it could preclude sufficient caution with respect to the safety of the technology.
Several studies propose that the Cold War nuclear arms race may be a good analog to an initial race to build AI, though a better analog would be the initial race to build nuclear weapons. An essential feature of the initial development of nuclear weapons is the extreme geopolitical tensions of that era. It appears to be a historical coincidence that the relevant scientific breakthroughs in nuclear physics occurred during the run-up to and fighting of WWII, since there is no clear link between the initial development of nuclear physics and increasing tensions in Europe. This geopolitical context may, however, explain the very rapid progression from the 1939 discovery of nuclear fission to the establishment of nuclear weapons development projects in each of Germany, Japan, the Soviet Union, the UK, and the US (1939 to 1942; exact project start dates are ambiguous), and finally to the first detonations of nuclear weapons (1945). Indeed, reading this history today, it is remarkable how quickly the events unfolded, and how extensive were the contacts between scientists and high-level government officials. The fast pace was motivated by a desire to build nuclear weapons first and therefore achieve major—perhaps decisive—advantage in WWII and its aftermath.

An implication of this is that an AI race could be avoided or at least managed more carefully if major geopolitical tensions can also be avoided. This point applies not just for advanced AI, but also for near-term AI and other technologies of military significance. The matter is well-documented by Scharre in interviews with military officials and experts and accompanying analysis. Scharre documents that militaries have thus far largely abstained from deploying autonomous weapons, or have at most proceeded rather cautiously, due to a variety of concerns including cost, safety, and ethics. (Autonomous weapons can be defined as weapons capable of selecting and firing on targets without human input.) However, Scharre finds that militaries are much more likely to use autonomous weapons if a major war breaks out and countries find themselves compelled to do whatever it takes to win. One expert compares the situation to the US abstention from unrestricted submarine warfare prior to the bombing of Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941. In regards to whether the US would deploy autonomous weapons, the expert asks, “Is it December 6 or December 8?” It follows that if a race for advanced AI is to be avoided, it may be important, perhaps even crucial, to avoid major wars between the countries that could build advanced AI.

Another important lesson from the nuclear weapons race for a potential AI race concerns secrecy. The nuclear weapons projects were highly secretive, and espionage was sometimes but not always successful. Notably, the US and its allies did not know how little progress the German nuclear weapons program was making until August 1944. Because beating the German program was a primary goal of the US program, had the US known earlier, it is possible that it would have ended its own program, or at least pursued its program more carefully. Similarly, if future AI programs learn of rival programs’ struggles and cessations, then they may also stop or proceed more carefully. This possibility runs counter to the proposed idea that information about rival AI projects increases risks.

If an AI race is won, such that there is only one group in possession of advanced AI, then the situation may resemble the period spanning from 1945 to 1949 in which only the US possessed nuclear weapons—the so-called nuclear monopoly period. It is sometimes proposed that advanced AI may involve a strong first-mover advantage, sometimes referred to as “winner takes all.” While the extent to which the nuclear weapon
monopoly involved the same dynamic is unclear and may have been more limited, there were nonetheless serious proposals for using the power of nuclear weapons to maintain a monopoly.

One proposal sought to keep the nuclear monopoly under US control. The US would have threatened nuclear attack against any country that attempted to build nuclear weapons, or, if need be, executed such an attack. One view held that this would be preferable to permitting catastrophic nuclear proliferation. It also would have given the US a strong and potentially dominant position in global politics. US President Truman ultimately declined to follow this proposal, which may suggest that the first party to build advanced AI may likewise decline to use it to maintain monopoly and a dominant global position. However, there is no guarantee that other leaders would have made the same choice as Truman.

Another proposal—the Baruch Plan—called for an International Atomic Development Authority that would consolidate nuclear expertise and oversee global use of nuclear power for both peaceful and military purposes. Such an arrangement could have maintained much of the geopolitical status quo; in particular, it would theoretically not have required US dominance. The Soviet Union nevertheless rejected the Baruch Plan, apparently out of concern the US and its allies would in practice dominate the new international atomic authority. Potentially, had the US threatened nuclear war if the Soviet Union refused to terminate its nuclear weapons program, it might have been more inclined to accept the Baruch Plan, though it is unclear how the Soviets would have reacted in this circumstance.

The Baruch Plan is perhaps the best historical precedent for several proposals for global AI governance backed by the power of AI. The essence of these proposals is to first build an AI capable of monitoring for rogue AI development projects, and then to use this AI as the basis for enforcing global compliance with safety and ethics standards. In some variants, the AI itself could conduct the enforcement. Such a scheme could leave humans in charge, and could perhaps buy humans the time needed to carefully reflect on how best to build a more powerful AI, including an AI that humans could not or would not control. However, just as the Baruch Plan struggled to gain international consensus, so too could a comparable plan for AI. Indeed, consensus on AI may be more elusive due to important and potentially divisive questions about which types of AI to build. A milder variant of this scheme is for an international AI research center that consolidates resources for AI development, modeled after CERN. However, the CERN model aims for scientific breakthrough, not safe development of technology in the public interest, and it may likewise be more applicable to the initial development of AI than the subsequent monopoly.

The US nuclear monopoly ended in 1949 following the Soviet development of nuclear weapons. Since then, the world has persisted with multiple nuclear powers. Similarly, some AI scenarios involve multiple advanced AIs. Such scenarios have been considered especially in the context of AIs based on the digitization or emulation of human brains, though they could also occur for other forms of AI.

A central feature of the ongoing era of multiple nuclear powers is the doctrine of nuclear deterrence, in which the threat of nuclear attack dissuades rival countries from waging major wars. The absence of a global war since WWII arguably affirms the effectiveness of nuclear deterrence, though this is controversial: other factors may
explain international stability after WWII, including a desire to avoid any major war, nuclear or non-nuclear, and the general satisfaction of the Soviet Union and the United States with their positions in global affairs.\textsuperscript{75} Similarly, deterrence could potentially facilitate the nonviolent and reasonably peaceable coexistence of rival AI powers.

Scholarship on and experience with nuclear deterrence suggests that an AI deterrence regime may be most successful if (1) no side has the ability to destroy rivals or disable their AI systems without suffering devastating retaliation, an ability sometimes referred to in the nuclear weapons literature as “primacy”\textsuperscript{76} and in the AI literature as “decisive strategic advantage”, \textsuperscript{77} (2) rival parties have incentives to avoid crises, or to deescalate crises if they occur, a condition sometimes referred to in the nuclear weapons literature as “crisis stability”, \textsuperscript{78} and (3) miscalculations on the intentions and activities of rivals can be
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avoided. These and other aspects of nuclear deterrence could prove valuable for managing a world of multiple rival advanced AI powers.

5. Global Warming
Out of all the global risks, global warming has probably been the subject of the most extensive interdisciplinary scholarly inquiry—indeed, it is probably the most extensive by a large margin. There are robust literatures on the psychology of global warming, the economics, the epistemic and policy implications of catastrophic risk, military dimensions, and much more. The voluminous scope of global warming research makes it a rich source of insight for many other global risks, including AI.
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Existing AI studies have just begun to scratch the surface of insight from global warming literature. One study draws on the psychology of global warming to inform the design of both formal regulations and informal community-based measures to improve AI outcomes. Another draws on the politics and psychology of skepticism and misinformation about global warming to explore how similar dynamics could play out with AI. These are important topics, but there is a lot more lurking in the extensive global warming literature.

The global warming literature may be of particular relevance for scenarios in which AI is developed in the private sector. National AI development projects are plausible (and more closely related to the pursuit of nuclear weapons), but AI is currently developed primarily in the private sector. Indeed, AI is an important technology for some of the largest corporations in the world. It is therefore worth studying cases in which corporate activity poses a global risk. The case of global warming and the fossil fuel industry serves this purpose well. What follows is a very brief history to illustrate some major dynamics.
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For many years, the fossil fuel industry has sought to downplay the importance of global warming and dispute the underlying science. However, this was not always the case. Initially, some fossil fuel companies were active in the mainstream science of global warming. This early history is of particular relevance for the current state of affairs in AI and is worth exploring in some detail.

In 1979, Exxon installed on its Esso Atlantic supertanker custom scientific equipment for measuring air and ocean carbon dioxide concentrations. The project assessed the ocean’s uptake of atmospheric carbon dioxide, which at the time was an important uncertainty in the science of global warming. The supertanker project was part of a broader engagement by Exxon in the mainstream scientific study of global warming during the decade 1977-1987, as was recently documented in an investigative journalism project by InsideClimate News.

1988 marked the beginning of serious policy interest in addressing global warming, at least in the US. Prompted in part by a severe drought and heat wave, the US Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee held a hearing in which NASA’s James Hansen delivered a now-famous testimony expressing 99% certainty that global warming had begun. As reported in a *New York Times* article, which ran at the top of the front page, several Senators on the Committee concurred that global warming was a threat and that action should be taken to counteract it.

At around the same time, Exxon began supporting efforts to amplify uncertainty about the science of global warming, apparently as a strategy to stymie policy restrictions on its fossil fuel business. This change in practice is seen, for example, in the Global Climate Coalition, an industry lobbyist group that Exxon co-founded in 1989. Exxon continued its scientific research on global warming, much of which continued to support the mainstream scientific consensus, but its public-facing communications tended to question the science and oppose policy action.

The divergent content of its scientific research and public communications served different purposes. As reported by InsideClimate News, Exxon wanted its own sound science to guide its internal planning, confer it legitimacy to help it influence policy, and adhere to scientific standards. In contrast, the public communications were a business strategy aimed at avoiding costly regulations. This strategy has a long history, dating to 1950s tobacco industry efforts to question the science linking tobacco to cancer, and it remains in use across multiple industries, including fossil fuels. Exxon’s science/public divergence permits it to claim it accepts the reality of global warming while actively thwarting efforts to seriously address it.

The AI issue may now be where global warming was in the late 1970s to early 1980s: public recognition has begun, but policy regulations are not yet in serious consideration. This may explain why AI corporations are active in efforts on AI ethics: acknowledging that AI poses serious ethical issues is not yet a threat to their core business model. Indeed, the corporations may wish to demonstrate that they are responsible actors on AI and therefore do not need to be regulated. (They may even want to show that they are more responsible than their competitors, such that their competitors need to be regulated and they do not.)

The history of global warming shows that if corporations view the issue as a significant threat to their profits, then addressing the issue becomes quite a lot more difficult. The corporate ethics statements may continue insofar as it improves the
corporations’ public image without committing them to any costly restrictions on their business activities. Meanwhile, the companies may seek to publicly downplay the risks associated with their technology, and to lobby governments to prevent regulations. This is what the fossil fuel industry did, despite global warming posing a significant risk of global catastrophe that has long been backed by extensive mainstream science. The risk of global catastrophe from AI has a much more tenuous scientific basis and thus may be considerably easier for industry to sow doubts about.\(^{91}\) (Conversely, improving expert consensus on AI risk could help counteract industry obfuscation).\(^{92}\)

An important difference between global warming and AI is that whereas all fossil fuel can increase global warming, not all AI technology poses a global risk. For example, contemporary AI systems designed to play games like chess and Go may be a significant cultural phenomenon but they are not significant threats to human welfare. In order to avoid AI catastrophe, only certain forms of AI may need to be restricted, specifically those that could cause catastrophe. It thus follows that a key question for AI governance is whether the restrictions need to avoid catastrophe would cover forms of AI that are also profitable. In this context, Baum\(^ {93}\) coins the term “AGI profit-R&D synergy”, defining it as “any circumstance in which long-term AGI R&D delivers short-term profits”. If there is AGI profit-R&D synergy, then corporations may resist restrictions on the development of AGI, even though the technology could pose a global risk. The extent of AGI profit-R&D synergy could be an important—perhaps even crucial—factor in the safe governance of AI.

Some arguments against regulating fossil fuels may also apply to AI. First, it is sometimes argued that regulation stifles innovation and economic growth and restricts consumer lifestyles. This has been a common refrain in global warming debates\(^ {94}\) and is starting to be heard for AI.\(^ {95}\) Second, it is sometimes argued that regulations should be delayed until the risks are adequately understood. This has also been a common refrain in global warming debates, although the argument is sometimes, though not always, made disingenuously.\(^ {96}\) The same argument might also be made for AI, potentially, but not necessarily, disingenuously. Whether any particular regulation would bring net benefits (by reducing the risks from a technology more than it restricts the potential benefits) and when regulations should be introduced are important matters for policy analysis but are beyond the scope of this paper.

It is important to note that the pathologies of global warming governance do not apply equally across the globe. The case of Exxon as discussed above applies in particular to the US. Overall, the US has been relatively susceptible to corporate influence on global warming due to a variety of political, economic, and cultural factors. For example, Sheldon Whitehouse, a US Senator and strong advocate for environmental protection, attributes much of the problem to the 2010 US Supreme Court decision in the case of *Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission*, which permitted unlimited corporate spending on election-related communications.\(^ {97}\) Whitehouse reports that after this court case, many politicians abstained from supporting action on global warming out of concern that the fossil fuel industry would support their political opponents. In countries with more restrictive campaign finance rules, the fossil fuel industry may tend to have less influence on global warming policy. The same could hold for AI policy as well.

Finally, the history of global warming also provides a more general lesson regarding the role of scholarly expertise in public debates about science and technology issues. In
public debates about global warming, corporate messaging has diminished the influence of the scientific consensus. Similarly, recent public debates about AI have given extensive attention to science and technology celebrities with limited AI expertise, such as Bill Gates, Elon Musk, and the late Stephen Hawking. The history of global warming shows that public debates can diverge from expert opinion for an extended period of time. Public debates have different dynamics and epistemic standards. Efforts to improve the quality of public debates about AI should proceed accordingly.

6. Asteroid Collision

In several respects, asteroid collision and AI are very different types of issues. They differ in their origin (outer space vs. technology), their empirical basis (which is much stronger for asteroid collision), and their degree of social consensus (AI is much more controversial). Indeed, asteroid collision is notable for being perhaps the most well characterized global catastrophic risk in terms of the probabilities and severities of the risk. Nonetheless, both asteroid collision and AI involve the prospect of extreme global catastrophe. Concern about the risk of global catastrophe has motivated high-level efforts to address asteroid collision by both the international scientific community and major national governments. These successes have only been partial—more work to address asteroid collision remains to be done—but they nonetheless suggest a pathway for high-level attention to AI risk even if AI catastrophe is perceived as unlikely.

Asteroid collision should be a quintessential case of what Jonathan Wiener calls “the tragedy of the uncommons”: a risk so rare that it is overlooked by the lay public and policymakers. Yet the history of the risk shows that this has not been the case. (The history below draws heavily on Chapman.)

Scientific awareness of the asteroid collision threat began in the 1940s, but was largely dormant until the early 1980s, following the landmark Alvarez et al. study of the Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction and an important workshop in 1981. Public interest grew in the late 1980s via a trade press book and the “near miss” of asteroid 1989FC (it was “near” in astronomical terms but not in terms of its danger to Earth). Policy interest was sparked by a position paper published by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. This outreach culminated in the 1990 US House NASA Authorization Report Language calling for NASA attention to the asteroid threat. The text of the Report Language is illuminating:

The chances of the Earth being struck by a large asteroid are extremely small, but since the consequences of such a collision are extremely large, the Committee believes it is only prudent to assess the nature of the threat and prepare to deal with it. We have the technology to detect such asteroids and to prevent their collision with the Earth.

This text shows the US House of Representatives reaching the conclusion that an extreme catastrophic risk should be taken seriously and addressed even if its probability is extremely low. The logic here mirrors the logic found throughout academic studies advocating attention to global catastrophic risks, including the risk of runaway AI. The asteroid threat therefore offers an important precedent, one that may be worth revisiting in policy debates about AI.
The 1990 US House NASA Authorization Report Language is no anomaly. The US government has remained engaged on the asteroid threat. Most recently, the US National Science and Technology Council, an Executive Branch advisory group, published the *National Near-Earth Object Preparedness Strategy and Action Plan*. The US has also sponsored astronomy studies to detect asteroids, as have other countries. Scientists report the detection of over 90% of large asteroids, none of which are found to be on Earthbound trajectories. Ongoing detection programs scan for smaller (and thus harder to detect) asteroids. The US and other countries are also developing techniques for deflecting away Earthbound asteroids. The US has taken at least some formal steps toward operationalizing those techniques: the US National Nuclear Security Administration is holding onto an important component of nuclear explosives for
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“potential use in planetary defense against earthbound asteroids”.

While more could be done, it is nonetheless clear that the asteroid threat has significant high-level policy recognition and support for efforts to address it.

The nature of the asteroid threat may have made it easier for governments to recognize it than it would be for the AI threat. The Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction provides what appears to be a clear proof of principle, and the overall science of asteroids is relatively well understood. Scientists routinely publish figures graphing the frequency of collision as a function of asteroid size based on well-established empirical data. This makes it easier for government officials to believe in the validity of the threat. Furthermore, the asteroid threat involves no human enemies whose livelihood may be put at risk by efforts to address the threat—the only thing put at risk is the asteroid itself. Likewise, there is likely to be less in the way of institutions lobbying against asteroid risk reduction.

However, the history of the asteroid threat shows that it did in fact struggle to gain serious recognition, and it did also have to overcome institutional opposition. Early media coverage included a significant “giggle factor” and portrayed concerned astronomers as “Chicken Littles” playing up concern to generate funding for their research. Additionally, many scientists, including those in leadership at NASA, pushed back against efforts to address the asteroid threat. The scientists did not want the “giggle factor” tarnishing their reputations, and they did not want the applied mission of the asteroid threat to pull scarce funds away from pure (non-applied) scientific research.

Recognition of the AI threat faces very similar challenges. For the asteroid threat, these challenges have been overcome with at least some modest success. This fact should provide some encouragement to efforts to gain serious attention for the AI threat.

Furthermore, the human dimensions of asteroid risk are not as well understood as the physical and environmental dimensions. This holds in particular for potentially globally catastrophic human harm. While asteroid risk is probably the most well-characterized
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global catastrophic risk, the exact risk estimates are nonetheless uncertain. This uncertainty has not precluded policy action; either the uncertainty has gone unnoticed by policymakers, or the policymakers opted to act anyway. The willingness of policymakers to act despite uncertainties in the risk is an encouraging precedent for AI, which is a considerably more uncertain risk.

7. Lessons Learned
Several overarching lessons for the study of AI can be drawn from the four global risks surveyed in the preceding sections. First and foremost, the extreme severity of global risks does not on its own ensure they will be addressed successfully. The severity of global risks does sometimes move key actors to take action, such as US Congressional action on asteroid risk. Other actors have not been persuaded by the severity, such as academic biotechnologists reluctant to adopt RRI and the fossil fuel industry opposing global warming policy. There are compelling theoretical reasons to prioritize reducing global risks, but these reasons are not always persuasive in practice.

Second, perceptions of global risks can be strongly influenced by people's incentives and by their cultural and intellectual orientations, especially where the size of the risk is uncertain. Global risks are highly uncertain due to the complexity of global events and the rarity of (and thus lack of data on) global catastrophes. Even the risk of asteroid collision, which derives from relatively simple and well-understood astronomical processes, has significant uncertainties with respect to human consequences. Communicating asteroid risk has also been challenging due to the risk's “giggle factor”. Other risks are more contentious. Global warming risk is disputed, perhaps disingenuously, by a fossil fuel industry that has an incentive to avoid regulation. GOF-PPP risk is disputed by different populations of experts, with those conducting GOF-PPP experiments sometimes finding the risk to be lower than those who emphasize the security dimensions of biotechnology. The size of AI risk is also currently disputed within expert communities, could also come to be disputed by industry, and might be difficult to communicate due to its own distinct “giggle factor”. Efforts to characterize and raise awareness about AI risk should be mindful of these dynamics to mitigate biases in analysis and public discourse.

Third, whether the response to global risks is successful may depend on buy-in especially from those who stand to lose as a result of risk reduction measures. Out of all the cases studied in this paper, two stand out as relatively successful stories of risk reduction: recombinant DNA and asteroid collision. The former involved a moratorium that had broad buy-in from the relevant scientific community. The latter involves response measures that do not implicate or restrict anyone to any significant extent. Contrasting examples abound. Biotechnology RRI initiatives face resistance from academics concerned about intellectual freedom. Biological and nuclear weapons arms control initiatives face resistance from states concerned about losing strategic advantage. Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions face pushback from the fossil fuel industry. Obtaining buy-in for AI risk reduction may be especially challenging because many key actors, including academics, states, and industry, could stand to lose as a result of risk reduction initiatives. AI risk reduction initiatives may need an unusually large and multifaceted effort to achieve buy-in in order to succeed.
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Finally, risks and risk reduction initiatives can be heavily shaped by broader socio-political conditions. GMO regulation has been stricter in Europe than in the US due to Europe’s less business-friendly political culture and its recent experience with mad cow disease. Fossil fuel regulation has also been relatively lax in the US, perhaps due to its relatively permissive campaign finance laws (which are closely tied to the business-friendly US political culture). Nuclear weapons technology was developed extremely quickly because certain breakthroughs in nuclear physics happened to coincide with the extreme international competition of the 1930s and 1940s. Likewise, AI risk reduction initiatives will not take place in a vacuum. To succeed, the initiatives should account for the particular socio-political conditions and the (possibly unforeseen) circumstances in which they will take place.

8. Conclusion

History is not doomed to repeat itself. Past failures to manage global risks do not necessarily portend future failures—especially if important lessons are learned. At the same time, past successes do not necessarily portend future successes. While AI is relatively new as a social, risk, and policy issue, it has much to learn from other global risks.

This paper proposes that it is possible to accelerate the study of AI as a social, risk, and policy issue by leveraging the existing scholarship on and experience with other global risks. To demonstrate this possibility, the paper presents examples from four other classes of global risk: biotechnology, nuclear weapons, global warming, and asteroid collision. Although it would be valuable to expand the study of these four cases to broader international contexts, they shine considerable light on how to understand the prospects for AI catastrophe, how such an outcome could be avoided, and how AI outcomes can be improved more generally.

In addition, these sorts of historical case studies may hold some rhetorical value for efforts to improve AI outcomes. The history may help some people take certain AI scenarios more seriously, especially scenarios involving long-term, high-stakes AI. Many people in academia, government, and other sectors may be dismissive of such scenarios, instead preferring to focus their attention on more near-term and empirically robust issues. The history of other global risks can provide at least an indirect empirical basis for some important aspects of long-term AI, and can likewise demonstrate that similar issues have often gotten substantial high-level attention. The history may be of particular value for relating long-term AI to people with background in other global risks, because it can help to make long-term AI seem more familiar.

At the heart of this paper is a claim that transferring lessons from other global risks can be an efficient and productive means of advancing progress on AI. In putting forward this claim, we do not mean to imply that lessons from other global risks are sufficient for studying issues in AI. To the contrary, AI will inevitably pose some novel challenges that require dedicated original analysis. Furthermore, we do not mean to claim that transferring lessons from other risks will be the most efficient and productive research strategy for all groups working on issues in AI. This approach will tend to work best for research groups, such as our own, that already have background in other risks. The merits of this approach for research groups that are more narrowly specialized on AI is an
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important question and is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, this paper serves to
demonstrate the intellectual and practical benefits that can be gained from transferring
lessons from other global risks to the study of AI.
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